World’s Best’ Recognition for
Asia Pacific Interior Design Firm

TDC & Associates Pte Ltd is awarded Best Interior Design Singapore for
Asia Pacific Residential Property Award 2009 .
Asia Pacific Property Awards 2009 in association with CNBC Arabia is part
of the International Property Awards, the world’s most prestigious
competition dedicated to finding the best real estate professionals across
the globe. The fact that TDC & Associates has won one of these coveted
awards is proof that Singaporean interior design firms are not only able to
compete at this level but also triumph within the highly competitive
Asia Pacific property arena.

TDC submitted their showflat project for D’Almira
for the CNBC Arabia Asia Pacific Property Awards
2009, under the Residential Interior Design
category. Acknowledged for this award for their
innovation reconfiguration of the space to
maximize spatial awareness, TDC manage to turn the numberous bay
windows ledges, deemed as a waste of space into different usage,
different type of space saving usage which enhance the value of the given
space. The creation of a cosy, intimate and restful interior for the family
to come back to unwind after a stressful full-day work.
CNBC Arabia Asia Pacific Property Awards 2009
winners were presented with their awards at
a high profile gala dinner at the Marina Mandarin
in Singapore on 16th July 2009.
L H Chan, Principal Designer of TDC & Associates said of clinching the
Award, “We are delighted to receive this recognition on such a prestigious
platform. For the past 16 years, TDC & Associates has been committed to
giving our customers the best and injecting style, personality, elegance
and a unique touch to all our projects. This Award is an encouragement for
us to strive to excel in our design calibre and service standards to bring
Singapore design on the world’s stage.”
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